
       

At the beginning of the Middle East and North Africa private equity gold rush of the late 2000s,
most managers of newly formed funds advertised the strategic merits of mega infrastructure deals
and the like and promoted the establishment of funds exceeding $1bn.

Apart from inflating both the egos and the intakes of financial sponsors, this approach has been
costly and unsustainable. Fast forward to 2013, we have hardly any mega deals announced and no
noticeable infrastructure assets in play. Moreover, there is a lot of capital “hangover” – a reported
$7bn in total committed but undeployed money – amassed by the private equity industry during
the exuberant era.

The region’s private equity industry continues to be harmed by the obsession of some general
partners with keeping the old model alive. They want to raise and deploy billion-dollar funds to
chase huge purchases and majority stakes, but are coming up against founders reluctant to cede
control of their companies. Meanwhile, regional private equity companies are having to deal with
their own restructurings, lawsuits and investigations.

These problems will not simply fix themselves. There is a need to reconsider this flawed approach.
The nascent private equity sector in the region must be redefined to remain relevant.

It is among middle market companies that private equity has been most beneficial and welcomed
in the Middle East and North Africa. Small and medium-sized businesses – defined as having a
market value of between $25m and $250m – account for more than 90 per cent of all companies in
the region. They cover almost every aspect of the economy not dominated by either governments or
super-large private groups. That includes contracting, a hefty portion of healthcare and education,
much of the professional services industries, logistics and private transport – and of course
manufacturing.

The middle market offers a wide selection of targets for private equity groups. Mid-sized
businesses are mostly owned by families to whom reputation is equally, if not more, important
than financial capital. They have self-interest in preventing conflicts of interest and other corporate
governance nightmares.
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Medium-sized businesses in the region are generally
less indebted than their larger counterparts, With
their founder entrepreneurs closely watching costs
and waste, midsized companies have also been
ignored by commercial banks in the Middle East and
North Africa, which have focused instead on
government-sponsored entities, large family holding
companies, or groups with significant asset bases and
collateral. This has created an opportunity for private
equity companies to inject capital to fund expansion

plans and finance organisational improvements in mid-tier companies.

Medium-sized companies also face a less onerous regulatory environment. Myriad rules across the
region affect big utility-like businesses (telecoms and power) and other sensitive sectors (banking,
finance and national transport). Such sectors are also constrained by limits on foreign ownership.
Mid-sized businesses, on the other hand, operate in lightly regulated sectors and can expand into
new national markets without many legal obstacles or official pre-sanction.

The medium-sized enterprises that are the engine room of much business in the Middle East and
North Africa have a great deal to teach their larger – and smaller – counterparts. That also makes
them an excellent bet for private equity investors seeking to make money in a region full of
potential as well as volatility.

It is among middle market
companies that private
equity has been most
beneficial and welcomed in
the Middle East and North
Africa
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